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Augumented Reality : diplaying Virtual objects on a real 
world canvas , has recently grown and holds a a huge fu-
ture potential in a number of industries for its use cases.
 
This document records the approach and experimanta-
tions I did to my enquiry of creating WebAR: AR content 
directly over the browser. It focuses on ways and ap-
proaches webAR can be created in a creator friendly way 
- with aid of a Visual Editor like Unity. 

As my experimentations continued my following question 
also gets narrowed down how can creators deliver a bet-
ter user experience to their audience to experience their 
AR works - through means of webAR -  as it requires no 
downloads and minimum pre-installations on the user 
front.

As the document proceeds it unviels current tools and 
pathways which can be used to create webAR content, 
using Visual editor tools. 

This document can be referred by creators, artist, mar-
keting companies/brands and developers who are inter-
ested in creating webAR content and extend upon it.
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Finding AR/XR | WebAR Tools [dox2]
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AR has been on the verge of rise, this folio revolves around the enquiry on how can WebAR be approached in the most 
developer and user friendly way.  

Why WebAR instead of normal AR: As AR content is rolling out so as new SDK’s and apps. While some applications like 
eyejack have managed to form a combined archive of artists, many of artists and individual brands had initially started 
by creating their own AR app. But imagine going to a museum or walking down the future street of murals which are AR 
enabled, we don’t want to download multiple apps and that’s where WebAR comes in. Instant few click access to the ex-
perience without any app downloads. With future rise in AR HMD’s webAR is one of the important aspects of Mixed Reality 
ecosystem, now WebXR, which is a combination for WebVR and webAR api’s.
 
WebAR is highly beneficial and attractive as a brand, marketing company, an artist who wants to share works, and even 
game development. This document is a series of experimentations and tests that were done to explore the pathways in 
which WebAR experience can be created and mentions some of the best AR tools towards end such as AR filter tools.  
 
My question and enquiry further becomes more specific to the above statement as I go on about the tests, ie: 
“what tools / workarounds can be used by creators to deliver a quick , effective and superlative AR experience.”

During the Initial Folio question, (first half) I explored general AR learning it’s methods, terminologies and types of 
trackings which can be used. A series of experiments were performed using mainly Vuforia and Unity - planar tracking and 
3D object tracking. These earlier tests were done to explore the general workflow of AR and were developed for native an-
droid device. WebAR also surpasses the barrier of device specification development and separate install files . 

Why Unity : Unity offers a robust amount of rssources and a visual editor system which is equiped with a number of tools 
to create from simplest to complex experiences. Not to mention a great community and assets around it, Unity has integra-
tion for all kinds of interactive hardware equipments as well , which on terms of this projects enquiry can be beneficial in 
combining it with AR. 

While current tools and SDK’s exist to create webAR content they focus on a more code based development, which rmay 
require up to par knowledge of javascript, html etc. SDK’s offering direct web creation solutions could be liimiting in combin-
ing AR with more interactive or complex experiences.  Some existing experimentaions for creating webAR through a more 
code based approach have been explored by arjs, WebARonARkit on arjs, WebARARcoreusing ARJS , 8thwall, easyar etc. 

Experiments in this document  focused on a more designer friendly approach to create the same with aid of visual editors 
- which also unlocks possibilty of combining these with other interactive mediums and create more complex experiences. 
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> Export Options 
Exporting from unity to browser based experience: I was attempting 
to try different export options combining it with different AR SDK’s 
in order to see some way-arounds.

WebGL 
The native and in built way to export to a browser based experi-
ence is export as WebGL via Unity.

Babylon.JS Unity Exporter
Babylon.JS is quite active in WebXR community and have been 
working in developing and proposing webXR Api. It has some solu-
tions of it’s own but deals with non-editor type scripting- though 
they have a very early version of web-in browser editor at https://
editor.babylonjs.com/, though is firstly web-based , very limited and 
not as much robust and finetuned as Unity. 

The babylon.JS exporter from Unity works with BabylonJS We-
bVR, it has it’s limitations and senstivity. I tried this external ex-
porter if it might be able to override and build scenes with some 
AR SDK’s, I was looking at.

Unity to THreeJS Exporter
Frameworks such as three JS have supported webar, though they 
have not integrated with unity yet, This open source plugin  ex-
porter was tested to seek wayaround. 

A-Frame Unity Exporter 
A-Frame has paved way to some exciting WebAR content, 
though still in development and no official support for unity, 
its a framework of it’s own. I tested this exporter(by Kanau) 
which converts unity project to aframe code and displays in we-
browser. Used to test to find somewayaround to wrap Unity Sup-
ported AR SDK’s to it. Above(Picture) is a test conducted for 
the A-Frame Exporter, In this initial test , it was able to export 
simple shapes and textures but no reflection’s, depth or sky.  
(Circles on left is aframe exported - circles on right in unity edi-
tor)
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Vuforia SDK: 

Vuforia comes amongst the most popular 
AR sdk’s as it has a good documentation , 
top on search , and is easy to get started.

During initial explorations of AR, I explored 
Vuforia’s Model Target capabilities - which 
is 3D object detection, I resurrected a bro-
ken sculpture. So one scans the sculpture 
and is able to virtually view the broken part 
of it. (Project Link)  The sculpture lays in 
a walkway and I wanted to put a QR code 
around so passerby’s can just scan it and 
are able to view it . Though the project 
gave out an apk, which is an android in-
stallable which first of all limit’s the number 
of devices and also makes user download 
and install an app. 

I decided to do some initial tests if Vufo-
ria SDK is able to export to a webpage in-
stead. A lot of failed builds and research 
was done. I also thought of wrapping the 
app around on some kind of webpage emu-
lator but that’s wasn’t the way.

 

This was initial test, vuforia plane 
marker detection system. Work-
ing on an android phone - built 
via Unity (native app) . I decided 
to build on this initial test as , the 
plane marker is one of the most 
basic functionalities of AR SDK’s. 

I tried a number of settings to exporte a Vuforia scene to WebGL build 
through Unity , After a number of failed builds, I was finally able to build 
a webpage, though when opened it threw a big chunk of error. After 
some research I realised this error is thrown when a webpage build is 
trying to access some DLL’s. Dll is a file format which is not supported 
by webpages and vuforia uses it in the background to make it work. 
This meant there was no to get further  with Vuforia’s current abilities 
in a web environment unless Vuforia makes changes in the very core of 
their SDK.

http://magistudio.net/work/resurrecting-the-primate-hands
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ARCore SDK
ARCore is an SDK developed by Google. Google is active in developing webar api and there are some succesful attempts of comb-
ing AR.js(web based simple ar, with arcore), though very limited and outside unity environment. Hoping on this, I tried to export 
via Unity, though it was unable to build webgl scnene. I was able to build the scene through external exporters like babylon and 
a-frame exporter but both were unable to access the camera feed. Also very same scenario with ARKit SDK by apple.

Arcore to a-frame exporter-unable to access camera.PNG

ARcore - babylon export

I decided to create a custom camera (discussed more in depth further~) accesing the camera feed of the device and try to 
wrap the capabilities of ARCore with it. though that didn’t deliver the results. My reserach was followed by that - Google is 
active alongside developers from mozilla and indie enthusiasts have formed communities around github trying to make webar 
api a sweet reality, though currently Arcore doesn’t have any webAR support.
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EasyAR SDK

EasyAR is a more open SDK’s and gives more freedom in div-
ing into the workings of the SDK. 
EasyAR also offers, webbased solutions (relativily new at the 
time of writing this doc). Though doesn’t provide Unity editor 
support for that. 
It does have unity support SDK packages for native develop-
ments. I experimented with EasyAR, creating a normal 2D 
marker detection. It did build the webgl package but threw a 
similar error to Vuforia when viewed in the webpage.

External exporters such as unity to three.js exporter and 
a-frame exporer were also tried, though by now I’ve got a 
sense of while these exporters maybe able to export some 
simple graphics through unity, they are currently not meant 
to export complex scenes.

^ Babylon is a bit more active in improving and keeping up 
to date with their Unity exporter. The above is a export from 
unity using babylon exporter(with EasyAR scene), it render’s 
the graphic but is unable to access any of the AR properites, 
first of all being the camera. I tried to integrate custom camera 
script with easyAR but the integration failed, (further experi-
mentation can be given here) but as it throws a similar error to 
Vuforia, I wonder if it’s using DLL’s in its back which won’t run 
in a browser.
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WikiTude SDK:  
Wikitude SDK experimentation with Unity and WebGL export 
options.

WEBGL build using Wikitude threw licensing errors and simi-
lar to EasyAR. A-frame and three-js exporters were also tried 
but didn’t deliver any results.

BabyLonJS exporter - using Wikitude SDK for Unity : No cam-
eratexture access - blacnk blue screen. 
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It didn’t work, while the native(apk) export was success-
ful, The WebGL export/build was successful as well with-
out any errors. Though the WebGL export was not even 
able to access the camera. I didn’t know what’s happen-
ing there and decided write a custom version myself.

]Custom Camera: 
I decided to do a custom Camera Script which instead 
of doing image recognition , planar tracking and such 
will use : 
 
1: GyroScope : Linking Gyroscope.attitude to Camera’s 
movement , we can use gyroscope of the device to con-
trol the camera.  
 
Initial limitation being , only markerless AR.  
(I also tried to combine this custom camera feed to ear-
lier discussed SDK’s in hopes to override their in camera 
but still use advanced AR effects provided by the SDK’s 
such as Planar Tracking, Slam, Image recognition etc.
During writing and debugging through my own script, I 
saw the browser(WebGL) export version was unable to 
access the Gyro of the device. On research I found out, 
current in production browsers blocks out device Gyro 
access. 

CustomCam: Markerless AR using Gyro , Accelo? 
I came across this Asset at Unity store called AR Cam-
era Gyroscope by Makaka Games, It uses gyroscope to 
navigate through scene, in real AR space, i tried to give 
a shot to export it to webgl via Unity. 

First step was to get camera feed working - in WEB Browser. I 
tested the Apk/ native build by my own script and got success-
ful results in both, specifically WebGl Build. 
Next step was to attach Gyro to it.

Not Gyroscope but Accelrometer is accessable via browser. Accel-
erometer is very much less accurate so I decided to do a test. The 
clickable Image takes to the video>  The performance with using 
accelerometer to try to stick Virtual objects to the scene, even in 
markerless AR was not at all AR worthy.

Working with WebVR previously , I knew 
webvr api was able to access gyro on 
phones, I tried to combine this script with 
WebVR assets by Mozilla but the camera 
feed with the heirarchy of webvr camera 
set didn’t work well, and couldn’t deliver 
the results. The gyro movement stoped 
when camera was feeded but this can be 
device specific problem as wellr.

  (click video>) 

https://vimeo.com/339720517
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8thWall SDK
8th Wall SDK’ offers much AR features and have a webversion as well, though not through 
Unity.After writing to support a better clearance was replied by 8Th wall which was 
 
“If you are looking to create iOS/Android apps, 8th Wall XR for Unity (C# SDK) would be the 
way to go.  It supports all commonly available iOS and Android phones, not just the limited 
subset that support ARKit or ARCore.  For devices that support ARKit/ARCore, those libraries 
are actually used under the covers.  For all other devices, 8th Wall’s very own SLAM engine 
is used.  Our SDK automatically uses the correct AR technology under the covers based on 
the device you run your app on.  You get all of the great functionality of 3 AR engines using 
a single, cross-platform API - broadening the reach of your app from approximately 20% of 
phones to over 90% of all phones out there! 
There isn’t currently an option of using Unity to create Web AR experiences, as the Unity 
html5 export does not yet support mobile devices.

8th Wall Web is our JavaScript SDK that allows you to create custom Web AR experiences.  
8th Wall Web integrates into JavaScript frameworks such as A-Frame, three.js and Amazon 
Sumerian.  Babylon.js support is coming soon.  Mozilla A-Frame and Amazon Sumerian both 
have Unity-like IDE’s. Take a look at the documentation for these -- if you are familiar with 
Unity, you may find them quite intuitive. A-frame, for example, allows for fast development 
cycles with its development inspector (https://aframe.io/docs/0.8.0/introduction/visual-in-
spector-and-dev-tools.html). You can develop directly in a web browser on your computer (in 
3D), and then view at any time on your phone for (AR-3D).”

On the note of supporting a-frame,three js etc, I tried Unity exporters to these 
frameworks which didn’t work and was excpected by all the tests done uptil now 
as probably the Unity SDK developed by these developers doesn’t have web sup-
port yet in the background. Bottom (left) image is WebGL export using 8thwall’s 

Above (Clickable) Video shows 
AR tracking using 8thWall’s Unity 
SDK. Developed in a native envi-
ronment (.apk) - running on an-
droid. 

(Bottom Right Image) > : Amazon 
Sumerian, is a webbased editor to 
make AR-VR experiences, I experi-
mented on it, but being web based 
and not properly adopted yet, I 
didn’t dig deep into it. Still, A-frame 
editor and sumerian both look limit-
ed or hard envir, if we are looking at 
making a complicated AR-webbased 
game/interactive experience.

https://vimeo.com/339720706
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8TH WALL //A test outside UNITY-

In order to realise current capabilities and workflow 
these webkits offer (without unity)- 
I decided to try 8th wall webAR, and used their A-frame 
example to develop on.

Modifying and creating Index.html and asset files plus 
adding the app key from 8th wall Console .

To publish it globally 8thwall requires a subscription. 
A local development server needs to be setup to test 
(without subscription), and authorise the specific device 
on which you are developing, so only that device can 
access the experience. (licensing restrictions)

Setting up a local server (just to develop and test) Locally 
From Windows
As a convenience, 8th Wall has created a public GitHub repo 
(https://github.com/8thwall/web) where you can find a 
“serve” script that will run a local https webserver on your 
development computer. You can also download sample 8th 
Wall Web projects to help you get started.
A local server was set up using serve script.

after much tries>

FIRST Tests> 
Creating Image 
Target at 8thWall 
WebConsole. Suc-
cessful Detection.

Success!  
Picture on the Bot-
tom Right (clickable 
to video) shows a 
succesful image 
detection and video 
overlay running in 
a web environment 
directly. 

The video also 
show’s UX as a 
consumer. Only one 
QR Scan, no down-
loads, just straight 
instant AR experi-
ence.  

<Artwork by Sim-
iao Gao (Si) >
Click>>

8thwall has more 
examples show-
casing advanced 
features in their 
WebKit. Though the 
development is out-
side Unity or any 
similar advanced 
editor.

https://vimeo.com/339720810
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XZImg SDK. 
After days of research during the initial start and scorching the internet for a web compatible AR SDK, through Unity, I found only 
XZImg still around’ claiming to do so, thoough the webgl build runs into problems a lot of times and needs tweaking. I was able to build 
a succesful scene with XZImg for WebGL through Unity which was able to access the webcam and do exactly what it’s supposed to do, it 
offered a fairly good tracking and stability. The benefit of this workflow (alongside the favor that’s its through aids of a visual editor) that 
it’s able to detect complicated images as compared to ar.js which is webbased ar without unity which allows only very simple(shapes) 
2D black and white marker detection. Along side marker (2D) detection , xzimg also offers a face detection system, though I didn’t dig 
into that for now. Xzimg currently didn’t have capabilities like 3D object scanning, slam (like other sdk’s and also I didn’t see any ways 
to - do markerless AR , which ar.js is able to do in web environment but ar.js not having the editor support is able to deliver only very 
limited complexities , xzimg was the first succesfull marker detection through unity in webar, there’s space for further experimentation 
through this SDK for webar.

The first tests - running locally on a computer browser were suc-
cesful and joyouce, though this later revealed a lot of challenges 
when I tried to host it on actual server. While the SDK was doing 
what its supposed to, the struggle I was having with playing a 
video over webgl and as follows:  

Challenges: 

Can’t access video on the server : 
First of the challenge I faced was defining the path of video in Uni-
ty’s video player component. Though succesfull locally, when put 
on a server, it wasn’t able to locate the streaming asset and in later 
iterations restricted the access the path due to web CORS policy 
- Cross-origin resource sharing. Though after a lot of experimen-
taion I was able to access the path via system.io.path command. 

 
No Back Cam access
While everything was working well on a PC desktop WebGL, 
Everytime it was opened on a mobile browser, it showed front 
camera. After digging into what’s happening in the SDK and few 
experimentations and research around, I found- it’s not the SDK 
but a Unity Bug. Unity is unable to access back cam on webGL.  
I had to change the very core of installation files to access the 
backcam on webGL, it was succesful ~ though now it stopped 
working on the desktop(the webGL page).  
Ref : Link1    Link2 

https://forum.unity.com/threads/device-camera-in-webgl.523253/
http://  
https://forum.unity.com/threads/modifying-framework-unityweb-file.667492/
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WebGL-?Shader not compatible on mobile?? 
Now that we had a working access to camera, I 
was again at circled to stage one :no video : as 
it rendered just a black/null texture. in mobile : 
shader didn’t support videotextures. 

These tests and build took some serious time, and 
a number of experimentation was done with dif-
ferent settings. As everything was working fine in 
local host , every test meant - building the webgl 
build and hosting it to a server to test it each time. 

Debugging from mobile browser via chrome developer tools on a PC >^ remote debugging.
After having troubles with movietextures in Unity - WebGL, and going through research 
which suggested it’s not supported, I decided to convert my Mp4 as a sprite animation in 
hope that it would render out decently as sprites have been used in WebgGL environment.
Converting mp4 to sprite : 

Image was detecting, custom on/off audio script was working, the 3D butterfly was going 
around : but still no video / animation sprite. It just rendered a blue plane, several materi-
als and shaders were tried but all gave the same results.

As last tries, I reimported the sprite asset, set and enabled a few settings in graphics panel 
but what probably did the trick was reducing the texture size and the filter mode was set 
to bilinear, plus the memory allocation was experimented upon. The problem was realised 
only after it started working, there was not enough memory for the sprites to load up. I 
also took out the 3D butterfly for optimisation purposes.While this video to sprite conver-
sion method works for smaller looping videos , a proper video-url based approach needs 
to be taken for longer videos.
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Optimising the Marker
Whie this worked as a charm, there were troubles in detecting the image initially . It worked on higher end androind phones with 
higher camera quality in chromes. but had troubles loading in safari(browser issue) and some decent devices. 
I tried to optimise the marker by adding frames around it. 

Though this method works, the image detections is not up to par and has hard time detecting, further optimisations and differnt im-
ages can be experimented upon but the enquiry on creating webAR - experience through Unity is a success here. 

Artwork/Animation by Sophia AngLi.  
<<< Walkthrough ClickVideo

try it yourself : 
scan qr code 
to go to the 
experience, 
scan image on 
right to view 
the animation. 
 
Chrome 
browser on 
mobile advised. 
 
saszer.github.io

https://vimeo.com/339819185
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We have seen rise of filters in social media apps such as Snapchats, Instagram and more. These are AR experiences! though mostly fo-
cused towards face fillters. The same can be used for Planar tracking and more.

Nowdays, most of the people have these social apps installed such as facebook or instagram and sending a custom AR filter is as easy as 
sending a link or a qr code. It doesn’t require any external apps and works straight through the camera within these applications - which 
resonates with our initial question, on how to create a better UX and without having them download and modifying tons of more apps 
particulary for each experience.

Facebook Spark AR 
Workstation: 

This workstation lets you 
create AR filters for Insta-
gram and Facebook Filters.
Itis closest to what I was 
asuming for as a develop-
er’s experience.

It has good amount of fea-
tures including scripting 
support and patch editors, 
which enables developers 
to create complex func-
tionalities. Very much Unity 
like, and it also have in built 
modules for face, planar, 
hand tracking etc which to-
gether can be mapped to 
do even complicated things 
like if left eyebrow is raised 
etc.

Though limitation being fil-
ter can’t be very large in 
size/ not more than 20mb.

Facebook/ Insta Filters as AR.
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Instead of face tracking which most of the filter’s use, I used a plane tracker so 
that we can detect an image and display something over it, which can be a video 
or a 3D model.
 
< Developer test   (clickable video)               (clickable video) User Experience test > 

Creators need good tools to test and develop alongside a a good community of sup-
port to bring ideas and artistic ideas to life. The video on the left is the initial test of 
the web AR filter created with the aid of AR Spark Studio and testing in the mobile 
Spark’s developer’s app which also show’s the fps / performance specs.  

As the requirments of the filter’s restricts it to go over 20 mb, it doesn’t allow vid-
eos directly to be put within the build package. I tried converting the animation to a 
sprite sequence but that degraded the quality and as an artist or designer it’s very 
unprefreable as one would want to showcase the little details which has been put 
into the art. So the video is hosted over the internet(must be a direct .mp4 link) 
and is called in the external texture properties of the material attched to a plane, 
as our whole experience is over the internet this makes more sense and is able 
to keep the filter file size low while keeping the ability to provide a HD video/art. 

 The artwork is my self design called ‘Kintsugi “ .

One is able to send this 
as a facebook notifica-
tion to a friend, embed 
in stories or share a di-
rect link.

try yourself:

https://vimeo.com/339720944
https://vimeo.com/339583773
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While this is a demonstration of 2D marker, this workstation is able to do more complicated stuff, incuding hand tracking, 3D 
models in the space and has an in built particle system as well. Though I didn’t see option for markerless AR, further research 
and experimentation is needed on this front. 

Also, the filter’s go through a review process before anyone can access it, though without the review, friends or followers of 
the developers account are able to view the experience.

Also to note: these filters doesn’t rely on a subscription or payment based experience as a devloper. As a user it does need 
an aid of an app such as facebook, instagram or snappchat e.i.- the experience cannot directly be linked to a custom domain.
Though that makes it much more easier to share these experiences and build a social media community around a product/
brand.

Filter based webar - Related works - AR Spark Workstation :
 
As digging into into Spark workstation community, I came across a number of intering experiences showcasing towards some 
more complex functionalities. The best part being - they are web based experiences, i.e- no downloads(considering the fact 
most people these social apps)

Target Tracker and 
object occulsion / dis-
plays that 3D object 
tracking is possible.
https://www.you-
tube.com/watch?v=9

Detecting People, demo 
of body tracking- with-
out use of advanced 
hardware like kinect, 
just cam feed.
https://iamsdgs.org

Flappy Birds, an instagram filter AR game, This dem-
ostrates some more complex capabilities possible which 
can used to create really interesting experiences/ It 
uses eye blink instead of touch, every blink moves the 
bird further. Even supports two players. 
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93mZDpOoZ9g
https://www.facebook.com/Gayan.Pascaleen/videos/10156453066228940/
https://www.facebook.com/murmikhail/videos/1007886849404670/?t=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93mZDpOoZ9gwatch?v=93mZDpOoZ9g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=93mZDpOoZ9gwatch?v=93mZDpOoZ9g
https://iamsdgs.org
https://www.instagram.com/a/r/?effect_id=323953918270039
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Conclusions

The latter AR poster demo’s created through out offers a superlative user experience, 
which can be used to deliver AR enabled posters, Artworks , song snippets or even more 
complex experiences which can be used by creators and be highly useful for promotional 
material reaching a wide audience as it is device agnostic, which can also be highly ben-
eficial with the future rise in AR  wearable glasses. 

During these experimentations and research I also discovered and related to the question 
to what will be best developer experience giving the most robust tools according to the 
capabilities the AR experience needs.

This document can also be followed up exploring initial enquiry into WebAR and current 
tools available to create the same.

While webAR exists out there , there’s still lots of room for integration from different tools 
and developers. 

Enthusiastic Indie creators and developers from different companies such as Google, 
Mozilla, Babylon have merged virtually online into creation of webXR api, which is a combi-
nation of WebVR and WebAR forming communitites around developer sites like Github etc.

The major AR SDK’s still needs more integration for webar. Unity Technologies have also 
mentioned plans for more work towards their in built AR package, which currently makes 
use of ARFoundation and Vuforia. 

Realising and hitting roadblocks again and again, it’s not just one factor but how these 
sdk’s are packed into the configuration and have also hidden the background of how they 
work wrapped in Dll’s and in their own custom methods to avoid privacy. WebXR API needs 
to worked and get finalised upon so these tools can work through that.

On the personal front, I learnt in and out’s of AR , initially exploring the types and methods 
used in the same. Relating to folio01, I used photogrammatry and resurrected a broken 
sculpture via 3D object scanning. Following up with enquiry on webAR, I experimented 
with a number of tools to create webAR experiences, it’s limitations and the possible path-
ways/workflows.
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